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Watsonville Buddhist Temple 
423 Bridge Street          
Watsonville, California 95076 
Office Telephone (831) 724-7860 
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Tentative Schedule of  November 2020 Events 

Schedule of events will be re-evaluated based on the current status of COVID-19.  
 

[Go to Temple website (www.wbtemple.org) and click on YouTube link] 
 

Sun.,  Nov. 1 - Sunday/Shotsuki Hoyo/Eitaikyo Memorial Service  
@ 10am - (Live Streaming) 

 
Sun., Nov. 8  - Sunday Service @ 10am ((Live Streaming) 

 
Sun., Nov. 15 - Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Streaming) 

 
Sun., Nov. 22 - Sunday Service @ 10am (Live Streaming) 

 
Sun., Nov. 29 - NO SUNDAY SERVICE  

 

Unfortunately, there will be NO Mochi-Tsuki this December  
due to the current COVID-19 pandemic. 

 

Office Telephone (831) 724-7860 
Temple Office is temporarily closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.   

By Appointment only. 
Email: buddhist@wbtemple.org         Website:  www.wbtemple.org 

    Volume XXXXVI Number 11                               November 2020 

Non Profit Organization 
U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit Number 231 
Watsonville, CA 95076 
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Eitaikyo 
“Cherry Blossoms that are felt to last till the morrow, may well blow 

away”.  Legend tells us that these are the words that the young Shinran Shonin 

told the monk Jien as he entered Mount Hiei at the age of nine.  Jien apparently 

told Shinran that the sun had gone down and they would perform the ordination 

ceremony in the morning.  Shinran then composed the poem and Jien was so  

impressed with the insight and urgency in Shinran they performed the ordination 

on the spot. 

 

Shinran lived during a period of time when the daimyos and samurai controlled 

Japan.  The emperor and his court were corrupt and ineffective.  The wealthy 

were very wealthy and the poor very poor.  Warring factions fought over control 

with little concern for the people.  The poor were starving and unable to make 

ends meet.  The city of Kyoto was at times littered with corpses of the starving 

and sick.  Shinran’s own mother had died, and as his uncle took him from Hino to 

Mount Hiei he must have seen the suffering along the way.   

 

For anyone of any age it would have had a profound effect upon them.  For 

Shinran he quickly understood and learned of the frailty of human existence and 

the pain of suffering.  His tenure at Mount Hiei was a search for the end of human 

suffering and an answer to the pain of separation.   Shinran found the answer in 

his teacher Honen who advocated the verbal recitation of Amida’s name.  Here 

Shinran found that his only recourse was to rely on Amida and his vow to save all 

sentient beings.  Shinran continued to express his gratitude for his teacher and 

others who opened his eyes to the universal compassion of Amida for his entire 

life.   

 

It is our time now to express this gratitude to those from whom we hear the  

Dharma and the compassion of Amida.  Each year in November we perform the 

Eitaikyo or perpetual memorial service. We chant the sutras for those names that 

are entered into the Eitaikyo book in perpetuity.  It is our expression of gratitude 

to temple members who have died and whose sacrifices have allowed us to have a 

place and time to hear the Dharma.  This memorial service is in their memory, but 

you and I are the benefactors.  It is truly for our benefit that this service is held.   

 

Human suffering has not ceased with time.  For the citizens of Kyoto the  

suffering was clearly in front of their eyes.  For us the suffering exists but is 

sometimes harder to see.  We are distracted by so many other things.  But if we 

look and listen carefully there exists the same things that Shinran saw in Kyoto 

750 years ago.  As Shinran discovered back then the answer to the end of  

suffering, pain and misery can be found in the Buddha Dharma.  

 

Namoamidabutsu 

 

Rev. Hosei Shinseki 
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Here is Rev. Shinseki’s article in the Religious section of the Pajaronian newspaper from the September  
issue for you to enjoy reading. 
 

The Search for Truth is Found Within 
 
In a time of uncertainty when we become starkly aware of the frailty of life and the ever present prospect of 
losing all that we treasure and hold dear to us we may find ourselves asking the question, “What is true and 
what is real?” 
 
The Buddha said that in the search for truth there are some questions that are unimportant.  For example, what 
is the universe made of?  Are there limits or not to the universe? How is this world and those who live in it  
created or put together?  What is the ideal form of government or organization for human society? 
 
If we were to postpone our search for Enlightenment until all these questions were answered our life would 
have run its course and we would die.   
 
The Buddha used the following analogy.  A man is in the thick forest hunting for deer.  He carries with him a 
bow and arrows dipped in poison.  As he ventures into the forest he sees a deer and draws his bow and shoots.  
He runs to claim his quarry and to his dismay discovers that what he shot was not a deer but a man. 
 
The hunter frantically tries to help the wounded man, telling him that he will extract the arrow and suck out the  
poison.  The wounded man objects and says, “Wait, before you pull out the arrow I want to know your name, I 
want to know what village you came from, I want to know about your wife and children, I want to know what 
type of bow you used and what is this arrow made of?  And lastly I need to know what type of string you used 
to make your bow and what type of feathers these are on the arrow?” 
 
Before all these questions can be answered surely the wounded man will have perished from the poison  
seeping within his body.  Any logical person would know that the first thing to do is to remove the arrow and 
prevent the poison from spreading. 
 
We find ourselves in a world on fire both literally and figuratively.  The fires of passion and anger endanger 
the world just as much as the wildfires.  And the questions of the universe matter little.  The Buddhist teachings  
contains answers to the most pressing issues of how to alleviate the suffering and  
agony of humankind. 
 
The poisons which the Buddha referred to in his analogy are the poisons of greed, anger and ignorance.  Greed 
and anger are easily understood and both emanate from our self-centered desires and self-centered views.   
Ignorance does not mean that we are not intelligent, but means that we ignore the world as it truly is. We  
ignore the truth that all things are interdependent and all things are impermanent.  These are  
indisputable truths and ignoring them causes pain and suffering.  
 
It is these three poisons that cause the “death” of the true and real self and prevent us from seeing the truths of 
life.  Like the wounded man we should attend the most pressing issues of our poisons of greed anger and  
ignorance.  
 
What the Buddha called True and Real is the person who sees all aspects of life and is receptive to all that it 
offers and throws at us.  It means to not resist life, not to resist the changes that life brings.  The teachings of 
the Buddha are a foundation upon which we can live our lives true and real.   
 
Namoamidabutsu, 
Rev. Shinseki 
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NEW YEAR DAY & NEW YEAR EVE SERVICES 
 

As we approach the end of 2020, we hope you are all well and staying healthy and safe.  As you know, 

we are currently live streaming all our Sunday Services to Monterey, Salinas and Watsonville.  Each 

Temple has their individual YouTube sites.   

 

We have created a “Tri-Temple” YouTube site, which we will be posting all the services after they are 

conducted.  Our plan is to utilize this YouTube site for future “Tri-Temple” services.  

The first service streamed on the site will be the Joya-e service on December 31st at 8:00 pm. The 

second service will be the Shusho-e service on January 1, 2021 at 10:00 am.   

 

Please advise all your members to tune in to the site on those two days for the services.  Prior to the  

Services, we will have cooking and flower demonstrations.  Dates and times for these will be announced. 

Please subscribe to: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw6UC6tdbDLulAzset8f1ag 

 

Gassho, 

Rev. Shinseki 

 
 
MESSAGE FROM OUR PRESIDENT, KEN TANIMOTO  -  Positive Truths  

 
If you are like me, you are probably bombarded by all the TV, social media, radio, and direct mail advertisements in our  

political world.  If you are like me, you probably have many unanswered and unfiltered questions circulating in your head day 

and night. What is true, what is false, what is being slandered; all we want is someone we can trust giving us  

comfort and guidance in order to assist us make decisions. In short, finding the truth in our divided county has been allusive.  

 

Where and how do we seek the truth?  

 

There was an article in the news the other day that mentioned what our world needs now more than ever are “positive truths”. 

Paraphrasing the author, he writes that “positive truths” is knowledge that helps educate us what is factual; while the opposite 

meaning is “ negative truths” which spreads uncertainty in our world. Negative truths becomes information that is used to 

disavow knowledge that is factual; eventually producing dangerous levels of mistrust.  

 

This was enlightening to me because now fact checking is so important these days to uncover correct information. I cannot 

just rely on what is said on the news, social media, and what’s in print and must responsibly investigate what are the facts and 

what is real.  

 

In these days of wondering what is normalcy and what is factual, I find tranquility and serenity with what’s been constant in 

my world, which is simply relying on the Three Treasures that we all abide by:  Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.  

 

I feel that Amida Buddha 2,600 years ago has given us the gift of the Three Treasures for us to attain “positive truths”. The 

teachings of the Buddha has not ever been changed nor has it been negative. More than ever does our world needs to listen, 

read, and live a life that surrounds our Dharma teachings.  

 

Ken Taninmoto, President 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCw6UC6tdbDLulAzset8f1ag
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CONGRATULATIONS TO BILL WURTENBERG,  
who received his Certification as a Minister’s Assistant  

from the Buddhist Churches of America.   
Bishop Marvin Harada & Rev. Shinseki  

presented Bill with his certification  
on Sunday, October 4, 2020.   

      

 
 

 

 

Special Eitaikyo Service  

& November Shotsuki Hoyo Service 

(LIVE STREAMING) 
 

Sun., Nov. 1, 2020 @ 10:00 am 

 
Annual memorial observance in memory of family members who have passed away!  

 

            
We’re Thinking of Our Temple Members 

During this stressful time with the COVID-19 pandemic, it requires us to “Shelter in Place” which has 
affected us all.  Please let us know if you or if you know of any member(s) who are in need of any help, 
such as going to the grocery store, needing a ride to doctor appointments, getting medications, etc.  The 

Temple is here to help you.  Please contact the Temple Office at (831) 724-7860 for assistance. 

      
     Welcome to New Temple Member:    Takashi Tamasu 
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Akiyama, Sadatoshi 
Aoki, Tom Tsutomu 
Aramaki, Kumaki 
Arao, Henry Akio 
Arao, Taisuke 
Arita, Yoshino 
Eto, Mitsugu 
Fukuhara, Helen Natsuko 
Fujii, Chizue 
Fujita, Shinhichi 
Fujita, Yoshio 
Hamada, Sasayo 
Hara, Fumiko 
Hara, Toraji 
Higaki, Dick Takashi 
Idemoto, Mitsuji 
Iwanaga, Fujino 
Iwanaga, Tokiuyemon Jim 
Izumizaki, Sadao 
Kadotani, Hana 
Kadotani, Peggy Ayako 
Kaita, Jeri 
Kaita, Kiyomi 

 
Kajihara, Bill Kennichi 
Kajihara, Masayo 
Kajihara, Sadao 
Kajihara, Shizuko 
Kajihara, Takeshi 
Kamimoto,Yoshiko 
Kinoshita,Mrs. Hatsumo 
Kohara, Kimi 
Kohara, Shinnosuke 
Matsunami, Kunishige 
Mino, Barbara Ayako 
Mio, Kazuji "Kaz" 
Misumi, Saburo 
Nagamine, Daisy Iku 
Nakahara, Chikiye 
Nakamori, Natsu 
Nishita, Hiroshi 
Nitta, Tokuki 
Oda, Betty 
Ogawa, Chiyo 
Okamoto, Fumiko 
Ota, Lois 
 

 
Sakae, Roy 
Shiotani, Fumiko Frances 
Shirachi, Ryu 
Sukekane, Ayano 
Tada, Ben  
Takei, Jean 
Tao, Katsumi Jim 
Tominaga, Tatsuyoshi(Tats) 
Ura, Senzo 
Wada, Masao 
Wakayama, Fusajiro 
Wobber, William 
Yagi, Tami 
Yamakoshi, Kikuyo 
Yamamoto, Kiku 
Yamashita, Hideo 
Yoshida,  Kuni 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

NOVEMBER SHOTSUKI HOYO, FAMILY MEMORIAL 

Sunday, November 1, 2020 @ 10am; Live Streaming  

           2020 
 Memorial Service Schedule 

 
 Year of Death Service   Year of Death Service 
 2019   1st Year   1996   25th Annual 
 2018   3rd Annual   1988   33rd Annual 
 2014   7th Annual   1971   50th Annual 
 2008   13th Annual   1921   100th Annual 
 2004   17th Annual  

 

  

 
On behalf of the Sangha of the Watsonville Buddhist Temple, we wish to extend  

our deepest condolences to the family of Yoshiko Kawasaki.  
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DONATIONS (as of 10/15/2020) – Watsonville Buddhist Temple gratefully  
acknowledges your generous support: 

In Appreciation 
Kato, Tad & JoAnn – For Temple Support during recent evaluation/fires 
Wobber Family, Sheryl – For Temple Support during recent evacuation/fires 
Wobber Family, Sheryl – Salvation Army Meal Project 
Akiyama, Isamu & Kiiko – In Memory of Akira Kodama 
Cornelius, June & James – In Memory of Tadao Nakamura 
Eto, Sue – In Memory of Ruth Yamamoto 
Hashimoto, Mas & Marcia – In Honor of Bill Wurtenberg’s MA Certification 
Hayashida, Louie – In Memory of Kichiye Hayashida 
Kelly, Ed & Jean – In Memory of Junko Nakashima & Ernie Ura 
Maruyama Family- In Memory of Ed Maruyama 
Misumi, Carolyn – Puzzle/DVD Drive-Through donation 
Sakuma, Stuart & Janet Nagamine – In Memory of Haruo & Fumiyo Okamoto 
Watanabe, Mieko - In Memory of Yoshiko Kimura 
Yamamoto, Craig – In Memory of Ruth Yamamoto (100-day) 
Yamashita,  Toshiko - In Memory of Yoshiko Kawasaki 
Yoshida, Mae -In Memory of Mitsuye Katsuyama    Ohigan 
Akimoto, Bill & Ida        Tao, Mitsuyo 
Akiyama, Isamu & Kiiko       Tao, Shizuko   
Mehl’s Colonial Chapel      
Nitao, Itaru      BWA Memorial & Eshinni Service  
Sakamoto, Sam & Yae    Hashimoto, Mas & Marcia 
Tsuda, Jack      Hayashida, Louie 
Yamanishi, Sayuri     Kodama, Hisako 
       Misumi, Carolyn 
Shotsuki Hoyo     Nitao, Aiko 
Haneta, Tadayoshi     Okamoto, Itsuko 
Hayashida, Louie     Rikimaru, Annette 
Kimura, Victor     Suruki, Ryoko 
Kozuki, Ryoko     Umeda, Yoko 
Matano, Susumu & Michiko     
Mine, Gary & Cindy      
Nishihara, Eiko (2)     Shotsuki Hoyo (continued) 
Nishihara, Yoshiko     Shingai, Barbara & Bob 
Nitao, Itaru      Tsuji, Hatsuko 
Nitta, Dan & Karen     Wurtenberg, Bill & Gail 
Rikimaru, Annette     Yamashita (Miye) Family 
       Yoshida, Riiko 
      

  

 

   Unfortunately, there will be NO Mochi-Tsuki this December  

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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     LEGACY FUND 

Our Temple’s legacy of 114 years serving our families and community starts with the teachings  

of the Buddha, our minister, and individual support.  That legacy, more than ever, depends on your  

continued financial support.  The Temple has not been able to hold many of our traditional fundraising 

events, which are vital to offset the Temple’s monthly operating expenses.  With your financial  

support, our Temple will remain healthy and be able to continue to promote Amida’s Wisdom and  

Compassion.   

 

The following individuals have generously donated a monetary gift to the Legacy Fund (as of 10/15/20): 

        

 Bill & Ida Akimoto   Sadao & Sumiko Matsunami           Esther Ura 

 Isamu & Kiiko Akiyama  Mitsuru Mihara   Gary Ura 

Jean Akyama    Gary & Cindy Mine   Alan & Gayle Uyematsu 

Nobuko Akiyama   Alice & Rodney Misumi  Richard & Susan 

Asayo Akiyoshi   Carolyn Misumi           Uyematsu 

Tom & Reiko Akiyoshi  Betty Morimune   Bill & Gail Wurtenberg 

Anonymous    Caroline Nabeta   Bruce Yamamoto 

Sharon Carreiro   Akira & Hideko Nagamine  Ruth Yamamoto 

Reba & Rusty Condon  Glenn & Judy Nagamine  Sato Yamamoto 

Amy Dobashi Trust   Larry & Kathy Nakamura  Stuart Yamamoto 

Nobue Fujii    Phyllis Nakano   Tee Yamamoto 

Jennifer & Kai Gavin   Noboru & Kumiko Nakatani  Sayuri Yamanishi 

Brenda Goo & Sharon Suyeyasu Eiko Nishihara   Iwao Yamashita 

Dennis & Lola Hamada  Yoshiko Nishihara   Jean Yamashita 

Judy Hane    Itaru & Aiko Nitao   Shizuho Yamashita 

Mas & Marcia Hashimoto  Dan & Karen Nitta   Toshiko Yamashita 

Arthur Hayashi   Itsuko Okamoto   Lori Yoshida 

Louie Hayashida   Annette Rikimaru   Mae Yoshida 

Kaoru & Teruko Hirahara  Grant & Barbara Sakae  Perry & Kim Yoshida 

Satoshi & Jean Hirahara  Sam & Yae Sakamoto   Riiko Yoshida 

Kikuye Hirano    Stuart Sakuma & Janet Nagamine 

June Honda    Bob & Barbara Shingai 

Dennis & Susan Ikegami  Tatsuro & Ryoko Suruki 

Emiko Kaita    Rosie Takamune 

Hisako Kajisa    Mark & Patt Takeuchi 

Akiko Kato    Fumi Tanimasa 

Tad & JoAnn Kato   Ken & Alice Tanimoto 

Kiyo & Aileen Kawasaki  Janice Tao 

Hisako Kodama   Mitsuyo Tao 

Reed & Nancy Kuratomi  Shizuko Tao 

Bill & Nora Louie   David & Kathy Toriumi 

John & Yoshie Maemura  Bill Tsudama 

Susumu & Michiko Matano  Howard & Aileen Tsukiji 

     Yoko Umeda 
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  Join Our Virtual Sangha 

Join our Virtual Sangha.   Each virtual member is represented by a life size (top half 

only) cardboard likeness that will be placed in one of the Temple pews.                   

Until our Temple is open, your image will represent you while we shelter in place       

at home.   

Rev. Shinseki and his minister assistants (Bill, Nick and David) will get to see you 

while they conduct our live stream Sunday Services and at the end of each live                    

stream service, we will end with a closing shot of our virtual members seated in the   

temple pews that is streamed to our YouTube channel. 
 

Here is how to join the Virtual Sangha:   

      * Submit a color photo (photo can be self taken and   

   emailed to the Temple Office at buddhist@wbtemple.org   

   or contact the Office and we can arrange for someone to   

   safely take your photo. 

* Suggested pose will be wearing an okesa with hands in 

   Gassho, but any image is fine as long as your face is  

   clearly showing.  

* Your image will be about 33 ½” x 36” for adults,    

   33 1/2” x 24” for kids. 

* Donors may collect their cut-out photo once we resume  

   in- person services. 

* Suggested Donation:  $50 for Adults, $35 for Children (12 and under) and  

   $35 for members 80+ years of age 

* Proceeds will benefit the Temple Education Fund, which helps train our Minister  

   and Minister Assistants. 

Photo Example 
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Watsonville Virtual Sangha Order Form 

 

 Name 1: _____________________________________________________ 

 Name 2: _____________________________________________________ 

 Name 3: _____________________________________________________ 

 Name 4: _____________________________________________________ 

 Address: _____________________________________________________ 

 City:          _____________________________________________________               

 Phone: _____________________________________________________ 

 Email: _____________________________________________________ 

 

 # of Adults   ___________ $50 suggested donation 

 # of Children (under 12) ___________ $35 suggested donation 

 # of Seniors (80+ yrs)   ___________ $35 suggested donation 

 

 _________ I will submit my photo by email  

 _________ I would like a photographer to come and safely take my photo 

 

 Please return this form with your picture by e-mail to buddhist@wbtemple.org   

  or by mailing to Watsonville Buddhist Temple, 423 Bridge St, Watsonville CA  

 95076.  Please mail your check with your donation, based on the number of  

 cut-outs pictures ordered. 

 

 Cut-outs will be ordered and placed in the Hondo.   

 Once we resume live services, you may pickup your cut-out picture. 
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Send a ICHIMI New Year’s Greeting  

 

Sheltering in Place?  

Haven’t seen your Temple Friends? 
 

We are taking orders for your New Year’s 

Greetings.  Orders must be received by  De-

cember 1 for the January ICHIMI. 

 

    Suggested Donation 
    Business Card Size - $20 

Your Name and a message that can be fit on a  

business card sized greeting                     

       Quarter Page Greeting -$50 
 Your Name with room for a  longer message  

 

ORDER FORM - MAIL TO: 

 Watsonville Buddhist Temple 

                         423 Bridge St, Watsonville CA  95076    

 I would like a Business Card Size Greeting -  $20 
    I would like a Quarter Page Greeting   -  $50 

 Message _____________________________________________ 

           _____________________________________________ 

   NAME      _____________________________________________ 

   PHONE   _____________________________________________  
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Highlights of Temple Board Meeting – October 2020  

  

Minister’s Report:   
*Rev.’s schedule has been busy with three temples. 

*Introduction to Buddhism study class began on 09/30/20.  Approx. 40 students enrolled in class.   

Minister Assistants Nick San Juan and Bill Wurtenberg will be teaching portions of this class as 

part of their MA training. 

*Rev. expressed his appreciation for the Minister Assistants help (Bill, David, and Nick).  He 

would not be able to service the Temples without them. 

*Bill Wurtenberg received his Minister Assistant certification from BCA on 10/04/20 by Bishop 

Harada. 

*Planning for (virtual) New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day services.  Rev. is planning various 

things amongst three temples, including demonstration of flower arranging, making mochi, making 

soba, etc.  He is also asking each temple to have 18 people per temple ring the Kansho (bell) two 

times each – 108 times.  This will be compiled in a video for New Year’s Eve. 

*Recommendation was made to establish Scholarship/Education Fund for Minister Assistants.  This 

fund will help defray cost of tuition.  With the shortage of ministers, MA’s become very important 

in keeping things going at the temples.  The MA training consists of two years of online classes and 

two seminars within the two-year period; education can continue by taking classes at the Institute of  

Buddhist Studies (IBS) for an additional two years.   

 
General Business: 

*BCA Archives – BCA is offering grants up to $3,000 toward Temple archive projects.   

*Senior Meal Delivery (9/16/20):  62 meals were delivered to temple members (80+) from Santa 

Cruz to San Juan Bautista.  This project was well received. 

*Puzzle/DVD exchange will continue through Oct/Nov. and then be re-evaluated. 

*Sunday Bingo will continue as Game #2 is still in process; Game #3 will follow. 

*Temple Maintenance:  Back Apartment fence will be replaced in late Oct.  Gates will be installed 

near front conference room door near Kansho bell and the Udon Prep area. 

*It was decided that there will be NO MOCHI TSUKI this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
*Temple security camera system is being evaluated. 
*Photo Cut-outs for Hondo program was discussed (e.g. how members can join our “Virtual  
Sangha”).  Detailed flier will be forthcoming in the Nov. ICHIMI. 
*2021 CD Council President-Elect and 2022 CD Council President:  Watsonville needs to identify  
someone who will serve as CD Council President-Elect (2021) and CD President (2022).   A  
recommendation needs to be presented at the Nov. CD Council meeting. 
 
Upcoming Services (informational): 
*Sun., Oct. 11:  Sunday Service at 10am (Live-streaming) 
*Sun., Oct. 18:  Sunday Service at 10am (Live-streaming) 
*Sun., Oct. 25:  Sunday Service at 10am (Live-streaming) 
*Sun., Nov. 1:  Sunday/Shotsuki Hoyo/Eitaikyo Service at 10am (Live-streaming) 
 
Next Board Meeting:  Tuesday, November 3, 2020 @ 7:00 pm (via Zoom) 
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 Beginning:  Saturday, Nov. 7 & Saturday, Nov. 21 
   (the first and third Saturday of each month) 

Time:  9:00AM—12:00PM 

Location:  Back Parking Lot/by the Back Gym Door 

Spend time sheltering in place with a jigsaw puzzle or a movie.  From the comforts of your 

car, select a jigsaw puzzle or select from a wide selection of movies (wide selection of      

English and Japanese Movies).  When you are done, bring back the puzzle or DVD and        

exchange it for another one.  If enough people come out to pickup an item, we will  

continue this program indefinitely.  If you 

have a jigsaw puzzle that you would like         

to contribute & share, please bring it. 
 

 

  Contactless Drive-Thru now available for  
Jigsaw Puzzles & DVD’s 

  

Special Thanks  

 to Mrs. Jean Hirahara from Watsonville   

for donating several handmade facial masks & hand sanitizers! 

Please be safe, practice good hand washing and social distancing . 

If you are in need of a mask, please call the Temple Office   

at 724-7860 and one will be mailed to you. (while supply lasts) 

  

     “Jewels”  . . . Book written by Rev. Ken Tanaka                              
Copies are available for members ……….… call Temple Office at    

     (831) 724-7860 if you would like a copy to read.   

  

1 Bedroom Temple Apartment for Rent 
One bedroom/one bathroom; Living Room, Kitchen and Dining area. Rent includes water and garbage.  

On-site laundry facilities (coin-operated).   Preference given to Temple members.  Interested parties are 

asked to contact:  Barbara Shingai, c/o Apt. Committee at 831-840-3301.  All rental applications will be 

reviewed by Temple Apartment Committee. 
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     Howl-O-Ween 
                            ( 2004) 

 
It was raucous, spectacular, and gleefully ghoulish. 
Passing the Pumpkin was outrageously coolish. 
The Devil and Soothsayers were clearly cryptical, 
While Ninjas and Darth Vader were eerily mystical. 
 
Peter, the dashing Pirate from the Caribbean, 
With  beauteous Lily, appearing very Elizabethan. 
Kim, "Dancing with the Stars," in red dress and furs, 
Sparkling high heels ~ and eyes that pur-r-r-r-s-s-s. 
 
Hot Dogs went well with Ketchup and Mustard, 
Devilish Desserts and Cranberry Custard. 
Kids from the '30s and Kids from the '50s, 
Renaissance Girls, looking naughty and nifty. 
 
A bold Minister of Oil, wheeling and dealing. 
Dr. Reed, it's time for peace ~ it's time for healing. 
Hooray for Minnie, straight from Disneyland, 
And a pert young Pop Singer from far-away Japan. 
 
Beatles and Bugs, and Charming Cherubs, 
And a young Hitchhiker dressed in scruffy grubs. 
A Hunter in camouflage, displaying his skill, 
Whom we mistakenly took for our own big Bill. 
 
Pumpkins, Barry Bonds, Power Ranger, and Mario, 
Rounded out this hilarious Halloween scenario. 
If there are any costumes I happened to miss, 
Next year you are sure to be first on the list. 
 
To A.B.A, Dharma School, and Y.B.A ~ high fives,   
For the love and sunshine you brought into our lives.  
Diversity is the hinge that joins us together. 
These magical moments will live on ~ forever. 
 
 
                            Janice Tao 
(When I look back, it was the best of times, 
And our Halloween parties were one of a kind!) 
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Email:      buddhist@wbtemple.org 
 

Website:   www.wbtemple.org 

Twitter:    Twitter@WatsonvilleBT 

mailto:buddhist@wbtemple.org
http://www.wbtemple.org
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Follow us on Twitter @WatsonvilleBT 

Watsonville Buddhist Temple does not endorse any  

advertisers in this newsletter. 

Grunnagle-Ament-Nelson 

 

Jim Stephens 

Marchel V. Nelson 
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Let’s continue to have some  
fun on Sundays 

Game #2 Bingo began several weeks ago.   
Bingo Card #2 is identified with a Crane punch on the card border. 

At the end of each livestream service, we will call (5) five Bingo    
numbers.  Hold onto your Bingo Card because the Bingo Game #2 will  

continue until we have three winners! 
If you get a Bingo, call and leave a message on the Temple Office 

phone 831.724.7860 to claim your prize.   

 The first three winners win a prize!!! 
 

 To access the live stream service, connect thru the Temple website or go to   
 You Tube and search for “Watsonville Buddhist Temple” 

  For members without internet access, the (5) weekly Bingo numbers will be  
   announced on the Temple answering machine by Tues. (after the Sunday service). 

 

Game #3 Bingo card is enclosed with the Nov. ICHIMI  
(identified with a heart shape punch in top right corner of the card).   

This game will start after we have three winners from Game #2. 
 

 For members receiving their ICHIMI digitally and would like a Bingo Card, please 
send an email to the temple office (buddhist@wbtemple.org) and we will mail 

you a Bingo Card.  One Bingo card per family! 


